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I) \Vhen

c:.
\,'J\,:;;1 ,()JTt'L'i ;l!l\\\eX U\!llt: !h~

HOlIK
wil] observe the

b. Double lo..:ked from inside
d.DiHlbk

in bed IS

1) HOlel comer

3) Hostel corner

3) Full form of \\ie in bathroom context is:

C0111l110de

Wesrem closet

4 restrooms in arc also

1) wash room

3)

was,

comer

close I

room

Break mom

and is known as :

I)

I) 3, b only

c

material used in

b) Rinse: water

d

is:

Water



#"

For efficient functioning Housekeeping departrnent co-ordinates
a. h. Foodand H"".NW'H"~

c. Pngineering and Maintenance d. Food Production
Select the correct answer using the code below:

n a.c.d
3) a, b, d

2) a, b, C

4) D,c, d

The linen is provided to restaurants by

I) FrontOffice department

Housekeeping department

2) F&B Service department

Maintenance department

10) VIP stands for:

1) Value Included package

Very Important Person

Very Important

4) Vehiele in Place

I l ) Another term for Valet is On

1) Waiter

Runner

12) The department is typically called the ;
a. Nervecenter of the hotel b.
c. Heart d.
Select the correct answer using the code below:

Backbone of the hotel
Brsinstem of the hotel

n a, b 2) b,c

c, d 4) a,c

1 Ram, a mom attendant at
entrance and explains that needs to
nrr,nr<o>c"o What should Ram do?

in

I} Ask the women to a receipt for the

Politely ask the women to the front desk to oUp!l1ealekey.

papers her3)

4)
the women to remain in the corridor while she

in order towomen to use her room

Hi-+ 4



H()HK

a. L

3) b. c

15) An important in
from one shift to the other is known as:

Handover

b

used and record messages and instructions

Take physical

in check is 10 :One

the odd one out in context to the
a) Hotel alarm
c) Remote alarm
Select the correct answer using the code below

4

,,".'",,,,,''' stocks

regular '''.'/''H~jh. checks

b)
d)

1) a, b, d

a, b, C

reduce thefts fol lowing measures are
a) Use as many items as nn,·",hk.

rooms locked
all possible to apl""Jpl

the code below:

a, b

b,e

in the room and public areas.

a. b.e
b,c

5



19) Laundries may employ specialists, are responsible for stain removal. These specialists are known as:

Spotters

Sp()t special ists
I) Strainers

3) Stain specialists

20) Which pair is/are not a part of standard Mini bar contents:
a) Water: Juice b) Liquor'
c) Snack: cakes
Select the correct answer the code below

I} a, b

3) bonly

b, C

4) coaly

21) The management staff hold a session to discuss the shifts proceedings, chock grooming, do allocation etc
process is known as

!) Aliocadon

Shiftmeeting

Morning meeting

Key control register in housekeeping department is maintained by:

1) Linen room

Floor pantry room

2) Housekeeping control

4) Uniform room

Litter Bins are ,mother name for Public

I) Cloth Bins

3) Linen Bins

2) Letter Bins

4) DustBins

Following Points needs to be kept in mind while
Comfort
Color

Select the correct answer using the code

1) a, b, C

checkon
b) Strength
d) OdorlSmeli

b,c,d

a, c,d 4) a,c,d

16-+
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1) Before bed JCnlOVC all from the bed

on next(me

The proper order elf'the
ai Checkout room
e) VIPmom
Select the correct answer

ofthe rs:
"make room' request

Check om room blocked for arrival

a, b. C, d b. C, d, a

a, d. c. b b,a,d.\:

Fun form means:

Ii Guestroom Guest room
room accompliceroom ally

TIlt'

I} Back of the house Both front and back of the

the4)house

n
3) Offside

Inhouse

Combined

are the names
a) Flat Bed press
c) Pant press

COTTcctanswer

by Stearn press
Cuff n press

1) 3, b. d fi,!;

a, b, C b. d

Hl-+ 7



HOHK
3 I) Consider the following Pairs: <

a) Flatwork iron : calendar machine
Transportation : trolley

Which of above pairs are correctedmarched

b) Steam cabinet: tunnel

I) a, b, C

3) a, b

b,c

c,d

Head of department of housekeeping is known as:

1) Housekeeping Manager hX\:CUitlveManager

Executive Room Manager3) Housekeeper

Which of the following are not carried out in linen room:

I ) Storage of fresh linen

Dispatch ofsoilcd linen to laundry

Collection of soiled linen

Mending of linen

usually done:

I) At the end of the shift

During .Lunch/dinner Break

At shift

During the training Sessions

If a Room Attendant finds an electric appliance with an obvious fault,

I) Can the housekeeping desk to report
Inform reception immediately

3) Lock the door

Raise an alarm

action to

What is the BEST way for a hotel to nny:.n',,",,, room I'It>,.n ••.u> if it is concerned about
efficiency?

1) An room service staff should work in pairs.

The bedroom door should be kept open while a room is

3) Bedrooms should be by contractors,
111e bedroom door should be locked while a room is being '-'1'-"'''<>'"''''.

To follow proper key control procedures, employees who are issued

Should allow if needed
use a master key to open a guestroom if a it,

is:

and

16-+ 8
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the handedover

desk

for SCHnelime and then disconnect In inform EHK

combination of'countnes is
sector

l) China

& Gulf states

411 arc not the standard
Smoke detectoral

c)
Select the correct answer the code below

i) a, h. c

c.d

A who hotel without bills is known as:out

Fraud

Stains are not identified on basis of:

) Size Colour

b) Garments are ",",:>;'''-,U\,Jl"""

c)
Garment arc IWP'~U'rl

Select the correct answer the code below

a, b, C, d

16- + 9
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HOHK
As a usual practice in many hotels, Minibaruses a manual of checking .This system

I) The housekeeping staff to do physical check of the items consumed the Minibat

2) The front office staffto do physical check of the items consumed from the Minibar
The Executive housekeeper to do physicftl of the consumed from

4) The guest to do physical check items consumed from theMinibar

46)'fIlhere are the Maids trolley parked at

!) Pantry

3) Lobby

Corridor

Guestroom

47) Who is a Laundry Valet?
Person responsible for collection

b) for return of guest Laundry
c) washing of guest laundry

Person responsible for packing guest laundry
Select the correct answer using the code below'

a, b

2) a, C

c,d

b,c

48) Occupancy report is also known as the:

I) Night report

Evening report

Morning report

4) Afternoonreport

I
I
i~.

49) Mop Clusets in Public area are known as:

1) 2) Janitor Closet

Storage 4) Closet

50) Which of the •.v'.,'VWH"-'

a) Stain
c) Juice
Select the correct answer using the code

can be classified VC!!eUiIOlC stain:
b) Coffee Stain

Bloodstain

l) a, b, c

3) a,b,d

b,c,d

4) a, c, d

16-+ 10
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ways:

h Door !o door
ell

;1, C, d

n a, b. d C,(j

Extensive of Public area is done

n

Turn-down service means:

1 ) in room in

bed upside down
bed ready for

supply off at night

can take a room

When a is

is to be done in a
only paint work is to be

Cleaning is to done in a
room

A which is:

1 )

Alkali

are:
b) Bath gel

the COITec! answer code

a, b

b. d

a, b.

OF ORDER":

16· 11
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TIle Drying machine in the laundry is

1) Extractor

Steamer

as:

ThnU'T

Calendar

The roorncleaning system usually follows the sequence:
a) Open windows by Check air conditioner
c) Tumon d)
Select the correct answer the code below,

1) a, c, b, d

3) a, b, c. d
b, c, d, a

4) c, d, a, b

is is:
Washing
Finishing

e) Storing
correct answer using the

b) Extraction
Folding

below

1) a, b, c, d,e 2) a, c, d, b, e

3) a, d;e, c, b 4) a, c, b, c,d

60) "Travel market" is defined as:
a) A market place to shop holidays
b) A collection many market known as

A collection of tour operators
d) An inrematiomd exhibition

1) a only

3) c only

bonly

4) b&conly

16-+ 12
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H()11K
ereall

l} D, (' b. c

c,d

demand in the
in income of

statements hold true :

1) a, b a, b,.c

a, b,d AU above

DNDcard for:

l) Do not Dare card

Do not disturb Card

Personal attributes
a) forDetail
c) Rude demeanour

h)

the code below:

I) a, b, c

ft, b,c,e

b,c,d

a, c. d. e

16 -+ 13



66) All luxury items that it hotel gJ ves away

1) Guest 10<111items

3) Takeaways
"

cost are known as:

2)
4) GUest,lU,-,V'",,,

67) 'While entering a room we announce:

1) May 1come in 2)rioosekceping

3) Housekeeping .May I come in 4) I come in

hospi tali ty and tourism industry is:

1) Largely made up of rest all rants

Declining in over the last ten

industry in the world
Made up of hotels

Daily cleaning of Lobby includes;
Cleaning of ashtrays, sand urns

c) Chandeliers to be cleaned
correct answer the code below:

b) Indoor plant to be watered
Carpet shampoo to be done

l) c,d

3 1:I,b

b,e

4) a, c

Consider the
a) Bathtub:

Vanity counter: mirror
\Vhich of above; pairs are corrected matched

BidetWC
d) Soap: Shamnoo

I) a, 0, C

a, b,d
b,c,d

4) a,c,d

71) ~A!Ir.",,'Ari during bathroom eleanmz
trash Cleared

and W IC cleaner is ~PP'U",,",

bathroom tile/tubs are pre sprayed with bathroom 1:1C<11lC:,j

Which of the statements above are correct?

<1, b, c. d

a, C, d

b, c, d

a,D,d

-+ 14
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a. C d

b. d

1/\ with a rubber ell metal blade and long
moisture or water from 1100rs and

1) IV10p

Broom Duster

Various and used to assist the as:

I} agent')

means:

j )

Litter Bins are another name for

1 ) BJns Letter Bins

Dust Bins

Which one the as a reasoncannot be

1) Exhlbition

Full Form TCM used as a standard Mini bar is :

!1 lea coffee maker muffin

4)master

h)

15
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80) Following tasks are not done in a tumdowt'i service,
a) Removebedspread b) Removecurtains

Replenishwater d) Replenisnlincn

I) bonly c, donly

a&donly 4) c only

8 I) Why is it important to keep employee areas dean even though are typically not seen by

I) Employee areas generally have more ornate furniture guests areas

Employee areas should be m accidentally enters them

3) A property clean work areas will gain the respect and loyalty of its

All of the above

82) Turndown service is commonly known as
a) Evening service

Night service
Select the correct answer the code below

d) Afternoon service

I) 11. b

b,c

a, C

4) d

Why should banquet and meeting rooms immediately

I) carpeting or furniture "setting in"

2) It is qnappealing to guests or prospective clients to see an untidy room

Housekeeping staff are usually available after a function ends

I and 2

84) IllefullfonnofCcrVis:

I ) Closed circuit TV

Common camera TV

2) Common

camera TV

Mini bar is a _

1)

Bar

Table
4) Cabinet

16~+ 16
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Another rerm used I;, :

Ii Care

Picture

C)
\Vh,H is the correct sequence to prepare

n d, c ..b, a

C, b,d,a

b, d. c. a

a, c, d. b

is not an88)

Its causes [10

Dry

Colors do no when fabric is dry cleaned

The hotel
hold

l) Guestpass

pass

Linen is
a) Linen Chute
C) Linen Room
Select the correct

and

the code below

1) a, b

:1, b. C

h,c

a,c,d

91) The

service service

Same day

17

in 2·3 hours is

of the



HOHK
An important document consulted by the area supervisors to plan
the Function 111is document provided by which department:

schedule is

Kitchen 4) Maintenance

93) Which of the following is not a stain removal agent:

I) Borax Acetone

3) Bleach 4) Hydrochloric add

94) aSymbol is used to display which instructions on fabrics:

1) Ironing instructions

Bleaching instruction 4)
Distribution of fresh to floors is done in the following sequence.
a) Laundry- linen room b) Laundry-lines; room- pantry floor
c) Linen room -laundry - pantry d) Laundry-linen room- hk desk

1) a b
4) d

96) Consider the following statements in relation to the future
Hotel guests top priority to brand name

b) Geperally teens are technology oriented.
Supportftmctions will be decentralized

d) Large hotels will wake self maintained complexes.
Which of the above statements are true:

trends in hospitality.

n a. b. c 2) a, b. d
3) a, c, d 4) D, c, d

97) Which of the following are a
Dark tourism

c) Educational tourism

types:
Sport travel/tourism
Creative tourism

2) c,d
a,D,c,d

16-+ 18
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In context tu above hold true

Travel information is disseminated various ways:
a) Advertising
c) guides

and drying only

are Laundromats:
1) Mats Inl..aundry

WashingMachines

in are also known as :
a) Steamas garmeufimsbers

Iron board d) Irons
the correct answer the code below

II <1, b

c,d

h,c

a, c

These are extra large
class

19
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1(4) Another name Duvet used in bed Irlakit~

1) Bedspread Bed sheet

Quilt Blanket

A Bedside is known as

I) Night Chair

Night Table

Night Stand

Night Stool

](6) is an industry trend to block floors in the hotel for traveller. floors arc known as :

1) Women Floor

Reserved Floor

Eva Floor

107) Following is not an example of a pillow'

I) Ortho care Pillow

Air care Pillow

Feather fill Pillow

over

1) Day service

Turndown Service

the bed during which "",,,,,,t',.

2) Second service

4)
Chamois Leather is used to :

1) Clean Floor

3) Clean

CleunTub

4) Clean wood

110) Hand cm:HJH~Sis another name for:

I) Cleaner's basket
Housekeeper boxes

Housekeeper

4) Cleaners Boxes

ll 1) Frequency of cleaning can be divided into'
a) Daily tasks
c) Monthlytasks
Select the correct answer using the code

1) a.b;c

a, b,d

d)

b, c, d

4) All of the

16-+ 20
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cannot be

and

! !3)
Return tht~ and for them
Leave the soiled linen in

1) (1, C, d

b, c, d

2) a, b, c

1 1 A discolouration caused 011 hard and soft surfaces
difficult to remove routine process:

l)

Spot

!1 fortaps is ;

l ) Bidets Hand showers

Faucets Water outlets

1 1 Third shoot in bed making is also known as ;

I) Crinkle sheet

Twinkle sheet

Wrinkle

I ! Choice of mode of transport by the tourist depends

1)

Availability of type of transport network
to use it particular type of mode of Iravel

All the above

1 1 Inbound tourism accounts

1) country

10 one own

4)

etc. which ace

21
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119) Match Lisl J with
List!

A. Scrim
B. Swab
c. Druggets
D. Wercloth

Hand select the correct answer

Codes:
A B C

1) 2 4
] 3 2

3) 3 4 .3

4 ')
k

Following is not the responsibility of housekeeping dep<lrtn1ent

I) Deal with lost and found articles

Provide and maintain flora] decorations
Provide nni forms to

4) Address all safety and security issues of all departments

3.
4.
5.

the codes given below
ListU

1.

16~+ 22

2.
Mopping
Floor

D

3

4

3


